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Orbit GT and CompassData Inc., USA, sign Reseller
Agreement
Lokeren, Belgium, August 9th, 2018.
Orbit GT and CompassData Inc. USA, sign comprehensive Reseller Agreement.
“We’re very pleased to announce that CompassData is joining the global Orbit GT family”, says Peter Bonne,
CEO of Orbit GT. “CompassData is a well respected company with great knowledge and experience in reality
capture and 3D mapping. We’re thrilled to start co-operation and jointly bring growing success to the
customer.”
“We are honored to work with the talented group of professionals at Orbit GT”, says Hayden Howard, Vice
President of CompassData. “As a company, we see it as our responsibility to listen to our customers,
understand the requirements for their applications, and align the appropriate technology for a solution that
exceeds their expectations. The relationship with Orbit GT greatly expands these solution possibilities, and we
are excited to work with Orbit GT to bring this value to our customers.”

About CompassData
Based in Centennial, CO, CompassData, Inc. is a Woman Owned Small Business registered on the CCR.
Founded by W. Brant and Margaret J. Howard in 1994. CompassData is an experienced group of professionals
focused on our customers successful implementation of the geospatial products and services we provide. The
nature of our core products, combined with our top executive’s ambitions have given us the rare opportunity to
conduct survey work in over 100 countries around the world, resulting in unique geospatial expertise. Over the
past 20 years we have consistently stayed on the forefront of the technology in our profession. With vast
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experience in mobile mapping, UAS, aerial imagery, satellite imagery, and terrestrial capture, we are a
multiplatform solutions provider utilizing technology from space to subsurface.

About Orbit GeoSpatial Technologies
Orbit GT is synonymous to Smart 3D Mapping, for Mobile Mapping, UAS Mapping, Indoor Mapping, Aerial
Oblique Mapping, and Terrestrial scanning, replacing the big data dilemma with ease of use. Orbit GT is world
leader in solutions and expertise for use of 3D Mapping content in managing, viewing, extracting, operating,
publishing, sharing and embedding solutions in in workflows, either desktop, on premise and cloud based.
Orbit GT is headquartered in Lokeren, Belgium, and enjoys a global business network.
Reality Capture is fast moving to an integrated experience, fusing massive data from various collection
techniques such as Mobile Mapping, UAS Mapping, Aerial LiDAR and Oblique Mapping, Indoor and Terrestrial
scanning. Orbit GT provides native and real-time fusion, optimized storage and maximum performance on its
desktop and online portfolio.
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